change any of Herman's "I will give a little think"--is that Hercule Poirot's?--
"...must give
"...to Give it some think" or something similar
"...Let me be thinking."?
Letty on bus, abt Harv: "We've got it pretty bad, but he's off on (long-distance runs) & it's hard to see each other. (I'll need to let him know somehow I've kissed off GF."
Donny: early on must refer to his lies as major fibs.
Donny has to have spare pants (everyday blue jeans) in suitcase.

--new ones bought for trip become increasingly beat-up
I come from Tough Creek, where I sleep on the roof of the last house.

--possible use: by Riley, sardonically?
add, p. 216 of Finale, when crew is putting away its winnings: desc Harv putting away a dowry for Letty...

Also, maybe look up on Hobo lingo list their term for ample $$, "a piece of..."
possible add, p. 210 of Finale: Midnight Frankie doubles the bet, which takes all or nearly all of Donny & Herman's wages. "as if hypnotized" E follows the rest of the crew, putting in all but a fivespot.

--Midnight F to Deacon: Isn't that sweet of you. How about making this really worthwhile?"
Gram did not want me hanging around the bunkhouse too much, but I (did when I could).
Harv abt album entry:

I maybe got a little carried away with that, you think?
No, no, it's great, there's nothing else like it in the whole book.